Experience the MeasureUp difference

As the premium practice tests on the market, MeasureUp practice tests are:

- **Mapped to the exam:** questions mapped to the exam blueprint, covering all exam objectives
- **High-quality content:** developed by industry experts with real-world experience
- **Comprehensive resources:** additional explanations for every question, with a specific certification mode to simulate the exam experience
- **Mobile-friendly:** conveniently accessible online and offline from both mobile and desktop

MeasureUp is designed for your success

Get the most out of your practice test:

- Use Practice Mode to access questions, answers, explanations, and reference materials
- Review your score report to identify knowledge areas that need additional focus
- Maximise the Practice Mode experience by customising objectives and reviewing missed questions
- Leverage Certification Mode to determine exam readiness and get a feel for the exam experience

**You are exam ready when you score 90%+ in Certification Mode at least twice in a row!**

More IT certification programmes endorse MeasureUp than any other practice test provider:

- AWS
- IT Specialist
- Microsoft
- Security Certified Programme (SCP)
- CompTIA
- Oracle
- VMware

Get your MeasureUp practice test now!
Visit: mindhub.com/measureup